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Rafts in cell membranes have been a subject of much debate and many models have been proposed for their existence and functional
significance. Recent studies using Forster’s resonance energy transfer (FRET) microscopy have provided one of the first glimpses into the
organization of putative raft components in living cell membranes. Here we discuss how and why FRET microscopy provides an appropriate non-
invasive methodology to examine organization of raft components in cell membranes; a combination of homo and hetero-FRET microscopy in
conjunction with detailed theoretical analyses are necessary for characterizing structures at nanometre scales. Implications of the physical
characteristics of the organization of GPI-anchored proteins in cell membranes suggest new models of lipid-based assemblies in cell membranes
based on active principles.
D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.Keywords: Raft; GPI-anchored protein; Homo-FRET; Hetero-FRET; Microscopy; Active organization1. Introduction
1.1. Functional organization at different spatio-temporal scales
There is growing evidence that the multiple lipid and protein
components of the plasma membrane of a living cell is
organized, both compositionally and functionally, at different
spatial and temporal scales. For instance, the construction of the
Rab protein domains in membranes [1], the clathrin coated-pit
[2,3], or the immunological synapse [4] are exquisite examples
of functional compartmentalization in cell membranes for
sorting and signaling purposes. A large variety of cellular
functions carried out at the cell surface require a regulated
spatio-temporal organization of cell surface components. Lipid
rafts could represent similar membrane compartmentalization,
or could facilitate some specific types of functional assemblies
in membranes.0167-4889/$ - see front matter D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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(M. Rao).1.2. The Fraft_ hypothesis
Lipid microdomains in living cells were proposed primarily
to reconcile an intriguing observation that distinct lipid
compositions at the apical and basolateral surfaces of morpho-
logically polarized epithelial cells appear to be generated by
sorting of lipids and proteins during traffic between the Golgi
and cell surface [5]. The lipid raft microdomain model was
envisaged to generate a mechanism for segregating and sorting
newly-synthesized lipids at the Golgi for traffic to the distinct
cell surfaces of a polarized epithelium.
In a provocative article, Simons and Ikonen proposed that
lipid rafts are specialized regions of cell membrane where
sphingolipids and cholesterol come together as a result of
chemical affinity and/or their preferential packing [6]. These
regions could include or exclude other lipids and proteins and
this specific segregation was proposed to mediate their
biological function. Lipid rafts have since been implicated in
a variety of functions such as sorting, endocytosis, signaling
and cell migration [7]. There is significant confusion in their
definition, consequently, there is considerable debate about their
existence, and their precise role in biological function [8].
Currently, a number of models have been proposed for rafts
[9,10]. A common picture of membrane rafts envisages liquid1746 (2005) 221 – 233
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sphingolipid (SL), with which certain proteins are likely to
associate [6]. These structures are believed to be akin to the
large scale (50 nm) phase segregated liquid ordered domains
observed in ternary artificial membrane systems (¨50 nm; see
also [11]). Other researchers envisage rafts as Flipid shells_ [12];
small, dynamic molecular-scale assemblies in which Fraft_
proteins preferentially associate with certain types of lipids
which transform into functional structures by dynamic and
regulated processes. Yet another point of view pictures rafts as a
‘mosaic of domain_ encompassing a large fraction of the cell
membrane, which may be regulated via a cholesterol-based
mechanism [13]. A different picture proposed by Mayor and
Rao [9] envisages small and dynamic multimeric lipid
assemblies coexisting with monomers, which are maintained
actively by the cell surface. These preexisting structures maybe
actively induced to form large-scale stable Frafts_. These
different viewpoints are summarized in Fig. 1.
1.3. Studying lipid rafts
Lipid rafts have been studied and defined by a variety of
techniques, resulting in a number of different criteria to
ascertain their existence [9,14]. A commonly used biochemical
criterion has been association with membranes relativelyFig. 1. (A) The most commonly cited hypothesis for membrane rafts proposed by K.
(¨50 nm; see also [11]), enriched in cholesterol and sphingolipid (SL), with which p
lipid shells which are small, dynamic molecular-scale assemblies in which Fraft_ prot
Fshells_ into functional structures could be a dynamic and regulated process. (C) An
exist as a Fmosaic of domains_; cells regulates the amount of the different types of d
and temporal organization of raft components. A different picture proposed in May
instead small and dynamic lipid assemblies which co-exist with monomers are ob
Ffunctional rafts_. Black circles, GPI-anchored proteins; red and pink circles, non-raft
bar ¨5 nm. [Figure reprinted from Ref. [9] with permission].resistant to cold non-ionic detergent extraction [15], termed
detergent resistant membranes or DRMs. However if lipid rafts
are indeed formed by lipid interactions, addition of detergents
to the membrane is likely to cause major perturbations. It has
been observed that inclusion of non-ionic detergents in arti-
ficial membranes promotes the formation of ordered mem-
branes; it alters phase behavior in artificial membrane bilayers
of similar lipid composition as DRM lipids [16–18]. Correla-
tion of cellular processes with lipid composition of cell
membranes (especially cholesterol or sphingolipid levels) has
been another way of ascertaining the role of rafts in a given
functional context [14,19]. Lipid depletion, especially acute
cholesterol depletion, may have rather drastic consequences for
cell physiology in general making it difficult to interpret
perturbations of lipid rafts in isolation [20]. Therefore, neither
DRM-association nor lipid depletion protocols provide unam-
biguous evidence for pre-existing lipid-dependent assemblies
in living cell membranes.
Analyses of the protein composition of DRMs have provided
a list of potential raft-associated molecules [21], with method-
ological caveats regarding their raft-association [22]. In an
environment as complex as a cell membrane, DRM-association
may at best serve to define a circumstantial biochemical
characteristic. It cannot provide information regarding the pre-
existing organization of membrane components on the multi-Simons (Dresden, Germany) [6] depicts rafts that are relatively large structures
roteins are likely to associate. (B) Anderson and Jacobson [12] visualize rafts as
eins preferentially associate with certain types of lipids. The recruitment of these
other point of view is that a large fraction of the cell membrane is raft-like and
omains via a cholesterol-based mechanism [13]. (D) Actively generated spatial
or and Rao [9] suggests that in the steady state there are no functional Frafts_,
served. These structures are then actively induced to form large-scale stable
associated lipids; yellow circles, raft-associated lipids; green, cholesterol. Scale
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characteristics.
Consider the case of lipid anchored proteins, specifically the
family of glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored pro-
teins which lack any cytoplasmic extension, and where the sole
membrane anchor is the glycolipid moiety. A major fraction of
GPI-anchored proteins is DRM associated, however it would
be difficult to account for the diverse characteristics exhibited
by GPI-anchored proteins (sorting during endocytosis or
trafficking in polarized cells [19,23]) by merely suggesting that
they are associated with DRM_s [24], and hence by implication,
Frafts_.
Experiments conducted in artificial membrane systems with
compositions similar to that found in DRMs, show macro-
scopically segregated domains with characteristics of liquid
ordered domains. This supports the idea that ordered lipid
domains are more detergent resistant [25–27]. In contrast, in
cell membranes although DRMs are routinely isolated, there is
little evidence for such large scale segregation unless the
membrane is severely perturbed [28].
All of the above imply that non-invasive techniques need to
be utilized to study organization of lipid and protein assemblies
in cell membranes to observe functional Frafts_. If rafts are to be
defined as functional assemblies in cell membranes whose
primary Fglue_ is lipidic interactions, biophysical methodologies
are required to Fobserve_ these structures. There have been many
attempts at developing such techniques, with varying degrees of
success. Diffusion methods [29,30] and probe partitioning
studies [13] have long been used in living cells to examine
lipid and protein heterogeneity in cell membranes. While both
studies have provided valuable insights about lipid rafts in cell
membranes (reviewed elsewhere in this volume), this review
focuses on a different biophysical approach that employs
fluorescence imaging of live cells using FRET. The FRET
methodology employs fluorescently labeled isoforms of biomo-
lecules to detect extremely short range interactions between the
labeled species. It is a non-invasive methodology in so far as
fluorescent tags necessary to observe FRET do not perturb the
function and distribution of the proteins under observation.
2. Observing molecular interactions beyond optical
resolution
Segregated regions at the micron scale of putative lipid raft
molecules have not been observed even at the limits of optical
resolution set by the intrinsic wave nature of light (Rayleigh
criterion), both conventional fluorescence microscopes as well
as modern state of the art confocal microscopes (single- and
multiphoton excitation) [31]. This implies that rafts must be
smaller that the diffraction limit of conventional optical
microscopes, 300 nm.
The experimental strategies employed thus far are based on
the picture of segregated regions of sphingolipids and
cholesterol which contain other lipids and proteins as ‘‘solute’’
particles. Given the difficulty in observing these specific lipid
domains on the surface of living cells, it might appear useful to
reverse the experimental strategy—first, attempt to determinethe nature of the ‘‘solutes’’ and their local organization and then
use this to build up the larger lipid ‘‘solvent’’ organization.
In native cell membranes, methods designed to detect
proximity between molecules have observed inhomogeneous
distributions of many molecular components of rafts, including
GPI-anchored proteins. Two types of methods have been
deployed for this purpose, biochemical methods utilizing cross-
linkers to preserve non-random associations of proteins
maintained by labile lipidic interactions, and biophysical
methods chiefly FRET. Chemical cross-linking with short
(1.1 nm) crosslinkers [32] suggest that cholesterol-sensitive
complexes of GPI-anchored proteins exist at the cell surface
containing anywhere from 2 to 14 molecules. These experi-
ments were conducted using non-specific cell-impermeant
cross-linkers at low temperatures for extended period of time.
While this procedure facilitates detection of relatively long-
lived pre-existing structures, it is difficult to quantify the actual
size or abundance of pre-existing clusters in the membrane.
Nevertheless these methods have provided new insights into
Golgi sorting of GPI-anchored proteins, As recently shown by
Zurzolo and co-workers, GPI-anchored proteins form large
scale complexes in the Golgi, necessary for their traffic to the
cell surface [33]. These approaches developed predominantly
by the use of new methods in chemical cross-linking, are
certainly going to provide alternative ways to observe non-
random association of proteins. Likewise, photoaffinity cross-
linking with suitable probes attached to lipids and other ligands
is also becoming popular to define nearest neighbors and their
modulation by altering lipid composition.
The other proximity method that lends itself to quantifica-
tion depends on the principle of Forster’s resonance energy
transfer (FRET). The use of FRET has greatly enhanced the
detection of intermolecular interactions at scales smaller than
10 nm, approaching a single molecule scale (reviewed in [34]).
This technique has been widely used to examine protein–
protein and lipid–lipid interactions over the years [35–37], and
its application to understanding membrane heterogeneities in
living cell membranes has met with some degree of success
[38,39].
2.1. Forster theory of FRET
FRET is a quantum mechanical property of a fluorophore
resulting in non-radiative energy transfer between the excited
state of the donor fluorophore and a suitable acceptor
fluorophore via dipole–dipole interactions (see Fig. 2A)
[40].To this end, we begin with a discussion of Forster’s
theory of resonance among neighboring fluorophores, the
probability of resonance depends on the local configuration
of fluorophores and therefore can be used as ‘‘spectroscopic
ruler’’ [41].
All consequences of fluorophore interactions and the range
and orientation dependence may be traced to this dipole -
induced dipole interaction; energy transfer efficiency depends
on the relative orientation and separation between the two
transition dipoles as well as on the overlap between donor
emission and acceptor absorption spectra [Eqs. (1)–(3)].
Fig. 2. Schematic depiction of the fluorescence resonance energy transfer
process and its implementation. (A) Orientation of donor and acceptor
transition dipoles. The relative angle between the two transition dipole is
responsible for depolarization of fluorescence upon energy transfer. (B)
Overlap integral J(k)between the donor emission (ED) and acceptor absorption
spectra (AA). AD and EA are the donor absorption and acceptor emission
spectra, respectively. Arrows depict decrease in donor emission and increase in
acceptor emission intensities upon energy transfer. Observation windows show
excitation and emission wavelength bandwidths for a typical imaging
experiment, indicating the potential for cross-talk between the different
imaging channels. D, donor; A, acceptor; exc, excitation; em, emission.
(reprinted with permission from Ref. [34]).
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sixth power of the distance between the donor and acceptor [41],
E ¼ 1=)1þ r=R0ð Þ62 ð1Þ
where r is the distance of separation between the donor and the
acceptor fluorophore. R0 (‘‘Forster Distance’’) is defined as that
separation for which the energy transfer efficiency is 50% and is
calculated using the following expression:
Ro ¼ 8:8:1023:n4:Q:j2:J kð Þ
 1=6 ð2Þ
where, n is the refractive index of medium in the range of
overlap, Q is the quantum yield of the donor in the absence of
acceptor, J(k) is the spectral overlap as shown in Fig. 2B. j2 is
the orientation factor which depends on the relative orientation
of the two dipoles (Fig. 2A) and is defined by
j2 ¼ Cos hT  3Cos hA:Cos hD½  ð3Þ
In general, this orientation factor can vary from 0 to 4 but is
usually taken to be 2/3, a value corresponding to a uniformlyrandom orientation of the donors and acceptors. Unless
explicitly determined by measurements of fluorescence anisot-
ropy [42], it is often erroneous to assume a value for j2, since
this may result in significant errors in the measurement of
distances [43]. Typically, R0 varies between 1–10 nm for
various pairs of fluorophores [41]; FRET between different
spectral variants of GFP fluorophores provide a molecular scale
in the range of 2 to 6 nm [44].
Using the expression for the energy transfer efficiency and a
statistical distribution of fluorophores, we may arrive at an
expression for the probability of non-radiative transfer between
any pair in an assembly of fluorophores.
2.2. FRET experimental techniques
Having arrived at an estimate of the likelihood of an excited
fluorophore transmitting the excitation to a neighbor, we can
use this to formulate experimental strategies to determine the
short range organization of fluorophores on the surface of
living cells.
The energy transfer event results in different consequences
for distinct donor and acceptor fluorophore species that
participate in this interaction, namely (i) quenching of donor
fluorescence (Fig. 2B); (ii) sensitized emission of the acceptor
(Fig. 2B); (iii) reduction in donor lifetime; (iv) increase in
donor fluorescence emission anisotropy; (v) depolarization of
sensitized acceptor emission.
Obviously the design of a FRET experiment depends on
which of the consequences is being monitored [37,45]. In the
case of steady state fluorescence emission methods (i, ii, iv, and
v) in general for imaging purposes, this translates into
collecting an image of donor fluorescence and a separate
image of acceptor fluorescence (i and ii) or anisotropy images
of donor (iv) or acceptor (v). The ratio images of donor
fluorescence to acceptor fluorescence is then compared to the
ratio of donor fluorescence to acceptor fluorescence collected
under conditions where there is no likelihood of FRET between
donor and acceptor. The use of ratio imaging is particularly
important since this will take care of local variations of donor
and acceptor fluorescence [46,47].
In the simplest situation, the extent of donor quenching may
be taken as a good measure of FRET efficiency (E) and this can
be calculated from the relative fluorescence yield in the
presence (FAD) and in the absence (FD) of the acceptor.
E ¼ 1 FAD=FD½  ð4Þ
Another experimental determination of donor quenching is
by measuring the extent of dequenching upon acceptor photo-
bleaching (reviewed extensively in [37,48]), this is a very useful
technique as it directly yields energy transfer efficiencies and is
generally unaffected by environmental factors. The extent of
increase in donor fluorescence post-bleaching is used to calcu-
late energy transfer efficiencies given by Eq. (4) where now FAD
is the fluorescence yield of the donor in the presence of and FD
after photobleaching the acceptor. This method has been used
repeatedly to examine the local distribution of raft-associated
molecules at the outer leaflet and inner-leaflet [49–51].
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observe sensitized emission of the acceptor [52,53]. Though
straightforward in concept (Fig. 2B) and easy to implement, this
experimental paradigm has a lot of practical problems when
used for imaging FRET. The choice of the excitation and
emission wavelength bandwidths is critical. This is because the
sensitized emission signal collected is a composite of (i)
fluorescence due to the direct excitation of the acceptor at the
donor excitation wavelength, (ii) spill over fluorescence from
the donor into the acceptor fluorescence channel, (iii) auto-
fluorescence, and finally (iv) a contribution from sensitized
emission signal (Fig. 2B). FCross-talk_ corrections can be
difficult to implement and if not done appropriately might mask
the energy transfer signal completely [54,55]. A general rule of
thumb is that the energy transfer signal should be at least above
10–15% of the total signal observed in the acceptor channel, and
be relatively free of cellular autofluorescence.
A consequence of FRET between spectrally distinct donors
and acceptors is that donor species are depleted from the
excited state by the FRET process, thus the fluorescence
lifetime of the donor species is reduced. Energy transfer
efficiency (E) may also be directly calculated from the
fluorescence lifetime of the donor in the presence (sAD) or
absence (sD) of the acceptor as
E ¼ 1 sAD=sD½  ð5Þ
This may be directly measured via a recently evolving and
powerful methodology called Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging
Microscopy (FLIM) [36,56,57]. There are two methods of
measuring fluorescence lifetimes; a time domain method and a
frequency domain method. In the time domain, fluorescence
decays are directly measured after exciting with a short pulse
of light; the most common technique used is time correlated
single photon counting. In the frequency domain, the sample
is excited with a light wave whose intensity oscillates
sinusoidally with a range of frequencies in the region of the
reciprocal of the lifetime that is being measured. The intensity
of fluorescence emitted will also vary sinusoidally with the
same frequency but with a different phase and amplitude,
which may be used to calculate phase s and modulation sM
lifetimes. The main advantage of the FLIM technique is that
the FRET signal depends only on the excited state reactions
and not on the donor concentration or light path length.
However, this method requires involved instrumentation
[36,56,57].
An indirect consequence of the change in excited state
lifetimes is a reduction in the number of donor fluorophores in
the excited state. This reduces the rate of photobleaching of the
donor species, specifically in the presence of the acceptor
species. This has been exploited by Jovin et al. [37], in a
method called photobleaching FRET (pbFRET), wherein the
photobleaching rate of the donor is measured.
2.3. General homo-FRET microscopy
In conjunction with others, our laboratory has developed a
different methodology for performing FRET microscopy incells, termed homo-FRET [38,58,59]. This method utilizes
another well-known consequence of FRET, namely concen-
tration-dependent depolarization of fluorescence [60]. When
donor fluorophores are excited with plane polarized light and
their rotational diffusion times are longer than the lifetime of
the fluorophore, they emit fluorescence which is relatively
polarized [61] (Fig. 3A) in the plane containing the axis of the
donor dipole and the direction of propagation of the radiation.
However, if it transfers energy to neighboring acceptors, even
if they are of the same species, the sensitized emission from
the Facceptor_ will appear depolarized, due to the large
allowed angular spread for this transition (Eq. (3); see also
Fig. 2A). The depolarization that the incident polarized light
suffers, both due to rotational diffusion and this resonance
energy transfer is best measured by the fluorescence anisot-
ropy, A, where
A ¼ I))  I8
I)) þ 2I8 ð6Þ
and I)) and I– are the intensities of emitted light resolved
parallel and perpendicular to the incident polarization.
The value of the measured anisotropy depends on the
statistical distribution of the relative orientations of the
fluorophore dipole moments with respect to the incident
polarization and to each other, the rotational diffusion
coefficient and the relative separation between fluorophores.
The anisotropy is very sensitive to the relative orientation of
the dipole moments, thus even if the relative distance between
fluorophores is slightly greater then R0 there is an appreciable
depolarization if the dipole moments of the two fluorophores
are not parallel to one another. It is a simple exercise to show
that A=0.4 if the donor dipoles are distributed uniformly over a
sphere [61] and there is no energy transfer.
This method is ideally suited for monitoring homo-transfers
between like fluorophores, since FRET will cause a net
decrease in steady state emission anisotropy (Fig. 3A;
[62,63]). However, it may also be used to measure hetero-
FRET using similar formalisms.
The efficiency of FRET in this case is simply given by
E ¼ 1 r=r0½  ð7Þ
where r and r0 are the anisotropy of donor fluorescence in the
presence or absence of FRET conditions for the homo-transfer
event, respectively. Eq. (7) is valid only under the simplest
situations where the sole reason for the change in anisotropy
may be attributable to non-radiative transfer to other donor
species, where excitation after leaving the donor never returns
to the same donor species, and where there is no change in the
donor lifetimes [62].
Instrumentation required for anisotropy measurements can
be easily implemented in a conventional microscope with the
proper placement and alignment of excitation and emission
polarizers [38] (Fig. 3D). Since fluorescence anisotropy is an
intrinsic property of fluorescence emission, it is independent
of the light path and other environmental parameters that
affect fluorescence intensity measurements. A requirement of
the homo-FRET method is that the donor fluorophore must
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neighboring Facceptor_ species must have a relatively random
orientation and/or some rotational freedom to register
sufficient depolarization of fluorescence emission [63]. Fluo-
rescence emission anisotropy is also sensitive to the viscosityof the environment and the mass attached to the fluorescent
probe [61], since these factors affect the rotational rates.
In practice, the determination of the actual transfer efficien-
cies by this method may be complicated by several factors
[62].
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organizations such as small clusters at membrane surfaces, in
the cytoplasm, or in solution [38,58,59,63]. When a single
fluorophore is used for labeling, every molecule is capable of
being both donor and acceptor thus the probability of FRET
between molecules in a small cluster is very high [39,59]. A
large variety of fluorophores should be capable of undergo-
ing homo-FRET, thereby allowing the measurement of
homo-FRET and with different Forster’s radii suitable for
uncovering distances in the 2 to 6 nm range [44]. GFP has
recently been shown to be a suitable probe for homo-FRET
[39,59] providing a useful tool to study the organization of
many GFP-tagged proteins inside cells at FRET-scale
resolution.
It should also be possible to implement these measurements
in a confocal arrangement, allowing visualization of nanometer
scale interactions between proteins in intracellular compart-
ments [64]. It should be noted that anisotropy of fluorescence
emission is sensitive to the mode of excitation; single and
multiphoton excitation may result in different anisotropy scales
[65].
3. FRET microscopy and rafts: extending the FRET scale
Our work follows homo and hetero-FRET signatures of
lipidic assemblies in live cells [39]. We were able to investigate
the size and nature of lipid-dependent organization of GPI-
anchored proteins in live cells using these approaches coupled
with comparison with theoretical predictions for the perturba-
tion of FRET efficiencies. These perturbations were obtained
after photobleaching fluorophore-labeled GPI-anchored pro-
teins folate receptor (FR-GPI) and GFP-tagged to GPI-moiety
(GFP-GPI).
To study the organization of GPI-anchored proteins three
important parameters had to be established, (i) that GPI-
anchored proteins do not give a homo-FRET signal due to high
levels in the membrane, (ii) the fraction of proteins engaged in
homo-FRET, (iii) the size of (or number of molecules in) the
clusters. As detailed in Sharma et al. [39] and in Varma and
Mayor [38], GPI-anchored proteins exhibited depolarized emis-
sion anisotropy consistent with significant homo-FRET at
densities as low as 100/Am2, to the highest levels obtained in
cells by ectopic expression of these construct (2000/Am2). At
these densities, the average protein densities would be too low to
exhibit any significant homo-FRET, suggesting that the obser-
vation of homo-FRET was consistent with anomalous and
heterogeneous distribution of these proteins in the plane of the
membrane.Fig. 3. (A) Steady state fluorescence emission anisotropy characteristic of fluoropho
fluorophores that are in close enough proximity to give rise to FRET, giving rise to
effect of photobleaching on fluorophores (green circles) and fluorescence anisotrop
emission anisotropy, A (with respect to that at infinite dilution, AV), of PLF-label
photobleaching or chemical quenching, respectively. Intensity at any time (I) was plo
were obtained for 20 cells for each point in the graph. (D) Schematic of imaging se
fluorescence intensity images are obtained using a set of excitation and emission pol
mathematically processed to obtain anisotropy and total intensity images. Total intens
GPI are shown as pseudo-colored 8-bit images. [panels A–C were adapted from S3.1. Modeling FRET experiments
After photobleaching or quenching fluorophore-tagged GPI-
anchored proteins, we observed that emission anisotropy
increased in a systematic fashion (Fig. 3C). We then interrogated
two types of theoretical models to help explain the organization
necessary to obtain experimental anisotropy values (Figs. 4 and
5)). These models (in our view) encompass the gamut of
possibilities available for arranging proteins in rafts. One class of
models considered (Fig. 4A) is consistent with a common
picture of rafts where proteins (or a fraction thereof) are arranged
in large (tens of nanometer) sized clusters (significantly larger
than R0). The other class of models considered molecular-scale
clusters comparable to Forster’s radius, potentially accommo-
dating only two to at most four proteins (Fig. 5A).
An additional independent parameter that needed to be
ascertained was protein density in the Fraft_ to firmly fix the
nature of the change in FRET efficiencies upon photobleaching.
For this purpose, we extended the homo-FRET experiments to
the time domain (Fig. 6). In the time domain, measuring the rate
of decay of fluorescence anisotropy directly measures FRET
efficiencies. This is related to average distances between GFP-








where the anisotropy decay rate due to homo-FRET,
sr1= (1/2x), sF=average fluorescence lifetime and j
2=2/3.
In case there are multiple anisotropy decay components, the
amplitude of the decay component due to FRET also indicates
the fraction of molecules undergoing FRET [59]. Thus, by ana-
lyzing the rates of anisotropy decay of GFP-tagged GPI-an-
chored proteins we not only obtain an average distance between
GFP-tagged species engaged in homo-FRET, but also the
fraction of species engaged in FRET (see Table 1 in Ref. [39]).
Using a more conventional raft-model wherein these
proteins are organized in large scale domains (>10 nm, with
multiple GPI-anchored proteins present in each domain at
experimentally determined local densities of these proteins
from time resolved anisotropy decay analyses), we were unable
to Ffit_ changes in homo-FRET efficiencies obtained after
photobleaching the fluorescence (Fig. 4). These results thus
rule out most of the expected Fraft_ models for GPI-anchored
proteins where the size of domains are larger than 10 nm as
proposed by many scientists working in this area. A model for
a lipidic assembly where a fraction of GPI-anchored proteins
were arranged in clusters of the scale of the Forster’s radiusres that are isolated enough that they do not undergo FRET (top) compared to
a lower value of fluorescence anisotropy (below). (B) Schematic view of the
y for molecules present in clusters. (C) Experimentally determined change in
ed FR-GPI (triangles) or GFP-GPI (squares) upon fluorophore destruction by
tted relative to starting value of fluorescence intensity (I0) for a single cell. Data
tup used to measure steady state anisotropy. Parallel (I))) and perpendicular (I–)
arizer as indicated. Perpendicular and parallel intensity image thus obtained are
ity (a) and anisotropy (b) images of a single field of CHO cells expressing GFP-
upplementary text in Ref. [39], with permission].
Fig. 4. (A) Models of organization of GPI-anchored proteins. Model a: GPI-anchored proteins are uniformly distributed within domains of radii R >>R0> l
(l =molecular size). Model aV: A fraction of the GPI-anchored proteins are organized as in model a, while the remaining are dispersed as isolated fluorophores on the
cell surface. Model b: GPI-anchored proteins are distributed uniformly on the periphery of domains of radii R >>R0> l. (B, C) Comparison of relative anisotropy
profiles (A/AV) versus total intensity, I (relative to its value before photo-bleaching, I0), calculated from models a (B; green line) and aV (B; blue line) and b (C; green
line) using Forster’s theory with experimental anisotropy profiles (symbols) determined from cells expressing different levels of GPI-anchored proteins obtained after
photo-bleaching PLF-labeled FR-GPI. The profiles representing models a, aV and b were calculated with parameters which best fit the entire data set while fixing the
average intermolecular distance as 1.2 R0 between fluorophores within domains for models a and b, and 0.91 R0 for model aV with 30% of fluorophores in domains
(for aV). Note models a, aV or b fail to describe the experimental data. [Figure adapted from Ref. [39], with permission].
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providing a picture of how GPI-anchored proteins are arranged
in cells at the nanoscale.
3.2. Comparison between homo-FRET and hetero-FRET
The detection of homo-FRET [38,39] but not hetero-FRET
[50,51,66] between GPI-anchored proteins requires a consis-Fig. 5. (A) Model c: GPI-anchored proteins are distributed as a collection of monome
an n-mer of the order of R0, Forster’s radius (Scale bar). (B) Comparison of experim
levels of GPI-anchored proteins obtained after photo-bleaching PLF-labeled FR-GPI
an isolated fluorophore A(1)=AV=0.247, and the steady state anisotropy of an n-me
fluorophores are present in clusters. (C) Varying AC, the steady state anisotropy of a
clusters among the anisotropy profiles of individual cells from a single dish. For valu
(line) at different values of AC is the best-fit to data collected over cells present in 10
cluster fraction. Given the optimum value of AC/AVwe find that the range in the clus
[39], with permission].tent explanation. Therefore, we constructed theoretical models
based on a probabilistic approach to calculate the extent of
hetero-FRET observable from varying fractions of small
clusters of molecules that ranged in size from 2 to 7 molecules
per cluster. The resultant hetero-FRET efficiencies expected
from these models are shown in the curves in Fig. 7. In
comparison with experimentally detected FRET efficiencies at
these densities of molecules in the membrane, they providedrs (isolated proteins) and n-mers (with n >2), with inter protein distances within
ental anisotropy profiles (symbols) determined from cells expressing different
with best-fit curve for model c (red line). Fixing the steady state anisotropy of
r, A(2) =A(3)=A(4)=0.1 A(1)=AC, and A
(n) =0 when n >5, we find that 22% of
cluster, we determine the best fit and the standard deviation D for the fraction of
es of AC /AV<0.35 model c shows a good fit with the data. (D) Cluster fraction
different dishes. Vertical error bars correspond to the standard deviation in the
ter fraction can be anywhere between 20% and 40%. [Figure adapted from Ref.
Fig. 6. Panel A shows cartoons depicting the possibilities of rotational motion (red arrows) for the fluorophores, PLF-labeled FR-GPI {human folate receptor (FR-GPI)
labeled via a monovalent fluorescent folic acid analog, N-a-pteroyl-N-e-(4V- fluorescein -thiocarbamoyl)-l-lysine (PLF)}, and GPI-anchored Enhanced Green
Fluorescent Protein (GFP-GPI or variants of GFP, mCFP- and mYFP-GPI). Panel B shows the expected time-resolved anisotropy decay profiles for dilute GFP-
fluorophores (upper panel) immobilized in glycerol solution (viscous medium, black line) or freely rotating in an aqueous solution (blue line). Fluorophores undergoing
FRET (green line, lower panel) have an additional fast anisotropy decay rate, x, related to the average distance between fluorophores as described in the text.
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clusters of GPI-anchored proteins. Consistent with the size and
fraction of clusters obtained from homo-FRET methods,
theoretical models to predict hetero-FRET efficiencies also
showed that at the low fraction of clusters in the membrane and
at the scale of the clusters (2 to 4 species maximum per cluster),
it would be unlikely to expect significant hetero-FRET above
background fluctuations in FRET signals at low levels of
protein expression in the membrane.
In previous studies on hetero-FRET between GPI-anchored
proteins, Edidin and co-workers had indicated a lower bound on
what could be potentially hidden from detection in the hetero-
FRET experiments [50]. They indicated that Flimitations of our
current measurements prevent us from ruling out the possibility
that FRET between 5V NT (a GPI-anchored protein: sic) arises
from a mixture of a large fraction of randomly distributed and a
small fraction of clustered (raft-associated) molecules_. Re-
markably, the lower bound for a fraction of clustered proteins
set by their modeling studies [50,51] and those independently
determined by our hetero-FRET studies [39] are similar.
These studies suggest that in conjunction with a combina-
tion of homo- and hetero-FRET measurements, perturbation of
FRET efficiencies may be sufficient to model organization at
the nanometer scale. This was quite unexpected because
typically FRET is expected to provide information in the range
of 1 to 10 nm. Potentially, these procedures using advanced
imaging techniques and theoretical analyses provide a way to
bridge the gap in imaging methodologies at this scale. Similar
approaches may be necessary to understand different instances
of lipid–lipid and lipid–protein interactions in fleshing out an
understanding of rafts in cell membranes.
3.3. Analyzing colocalization at the nanoscale
It was also possible to determine whether the clusters
contained single or multiple species using homo-FRET imaging(see schematic in Fig. 8A). The results show that multiple GPI-
anchored proteins are present in the same nanocluster. This was
a consequence of the ability of untagged GPI-anchored proteins
to Fdilute_ homo-FRET between fluorophore-tagged species
(Fig. 8B), although, hetero-FRET was undetectable.
Studying the organization of inner leaflet proteins, using
hetero-FRET (acceptor-photobleaching) microscopy Zacchar-
ias and colleagues have shown that monomeric fluorescent
protein tagged to lipid-anchors at the inner leaflet exhibit
hetero-FRET consistent with anomalously clustered distribu-
tions in membranes [49]. The size and structure of these lipidic
assemblies remain to be ascertained. From the discussion
regarding the comparison between hetero- and homo FRET
discussed in Fig. 7, these inner-leaflet structures must be either
larger, or present at higher fractions in membranes or both.
4. Unexpected picture of GPI-anchored proteins at the cell
surface
FRET studies have provided an unexpected picture of cell
surface GPI-anchored proteins (Fig. 5), suggesting that they are
present as monomers and a smaller fraction (20–40%) as
nanoscale (<5 nm) cholesterol-sensitive clusters. These clusters
were shown to be composed of at most four molecules and
accommodate diverse GPI-anchored protein species. While
crosslinking GPI-anchored proteins is expected to activate
signaling via GPI-anchored proteins, we found that cross-
linking GPI-anchored proteins segregates these proteins from
the pre-existing GPI-anchored protein clusters [39]. These
results suggest that induced structures may have different
characteristics from the native structures present in the
membrane.
An additional surprising feature of the homo-FRET experi-
ments was that the value of the anisotropy (measured over the
entire cell surface) was found to be independent of the total
number of GPI-anchored proteins expressed by the cell. Using
Fig. 8. Multiple GPI-anchored proteins cohabit in the same cluster. A) In the
schematic, if two different GPI-anchored proteins (red and green circles
occupy the same cluster (left panel), increasing expression of one GPI-anchored
protein (red circles) will lead to decreasing number of homo-FRET events
(green circles). As a result, homo-FRET between green species will decrease
Consequently, there will be an increase in emission anisotropy of the
fluorescent GPI-anchored protein species being monitored. Alternatively, i
different GPI-anchored protein species are present in separate clusters (righ
panel), there will be no change in the anisotropy of the fluorescent species
being monitored with increased expression of one of the proteins. cDNAs
encoding GFP-GPI (B) was transiently transfected into FR-isoform (FR-GPI
black circles; FR-TM, green circles)-expressing cells and the fluorescence
intensities of Cy5-conjugated Fab fragment of monoclonal antibody Mov19
(Cy5-anti-FR-Fab) and GFP were measured to determine the expression levels
of the individual proteins and emission anisotropy of GFP-GPI respectively
Mean values of anisotropy (TS.E.) were determined for ratio ranges (T0.5), and
plotted against the midpoint of the corresponding ratio ranges of Cy5-labeled
anti-FR-Fab to GFP-GPI. [Figure adapted from Ref. [39], with permission].
Fig. 7. (A) Schematic showing a possible combination of donor and acceptor
fluorophore-species in an arrangement of clusters and monomers at a given
donor and acceptor ratio, used for calculations of hetero-FRET efficiencies
described below. (B) Efficiencies of energy transfer between donor (mCFP) and
acceptor (mYFP) fluorophores species versus different acceptor to donor ratios
were explicitly calculated using Forster’s theory and combinatorial considera-
tions as applied to model c, wherein the fluorophores appear as monomers and
clusters. The values next to each curve in panel B indicate cluster size, n, and
percentage of clusters used for determining the energy transfer efficiency. In
panel C, energy transfer efficiency was experimentally measured on cells co-
expressing different levels of mCFP-GPI and mYFP-GPI. The magnitude of
hetero-FRET was determined by analyses of donor dequenching upon acceptor
photo-bleaching in the absence (open circles) or presence of acceptor
fluorophores (blue circles). Hetero-FRET was also measured on mCFP- and
mYFP-GPI-expressing cells incubated with heptamerizing aerolysin toxin [79]
to increase the cluster size (red circles). Dotted blue line in panels B and C
represent the level of FRET efficiency indistinguishable from control situation
where FRET is not expected. [Figure adapted from Ref. [39], with permission].
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translates to the statement that the relative fraction of clusters to
monomers is independent of the total number of GPI-anchored
proteins on the cell surface. This can be seen to violate the law
of mass action, a necessary requirement of chemical equilib-
rium and mixing. This surprising observation suggests that the
distribution is generated and maintained by specific (nonequi-
librium) active cellular processes.
4.1. Implications for lipid–raft structure and function
The observation that GPI-anchored protein clusters exhibit
FRET where: i) the capacity of the clusters to undergoexchange (as observed during cross-linking experiments
[39]), ii) the observed concentration independence of the
steady state anisotropy over a large range of expression levels,
implying a fixed proportion of monomers and clusters over this
concentration range, brings out an apparent contradiction.
Dynamic exchange would result in a distribution of monomers
and clusters consistent with chemical equilibrium, but patently
inconsistent with the existence of fixed proportion of mono-
mers and clusters. This contradiction may be resolved if
nanoscale clusters may be formed in actively generated
Fdomains_ that do not allow for ready mixing. This would
suggest that the monomer and cluster distribution is likely to be
determined by active cellular processes. The ability of
cholesterol levels to modulate the fraction of clusters and
monomers suggests that cholesterol homeostasis may in turn
regulate this activity.
We have argued that pre-existing structures of GPI-anchored
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reconfigured and larger and longer-lived cross-linked structures
are induced with different consequences for endocytosis and
signaling [9].
A configuration of molecules consisting of a combination of
monomers and small clusters represent a elegant mechanism to
combine enhanced binding affinities and a dynamic range of
sensitivities [67,68]. Since the cluster/monomers distribution is
likely to be determined by an active mechanism in the cell, this
suggests that the response behavior of cells will depend on
cellular states (e.g., cholesterol homeostasis). This could
contribute to the diversification of cellular responses. Nanos-
cale-clustering also provides a natural explanation for the
ability of low concentrations of ligands to efficiently bind GPI-
anchored receptors (e.g., heparin sulfate proteoglycans, folate
receptors, and cell adhesion molecules), with functional
consequences at least in the context of folate transport [69]
and integrin function [70]. The presence of multiple GPI-
anchored protein species in a tight cluster has potential for
tuning the specificity of cell–cell adhesion function since many
adhesion molecules are GPI-anchored [71]. As a specific case
of Fprotein pathology_, this nanoscale clustering is likely to be
utilized in the conversion of GPI-anchored prion proteins to
infectious scrapie [72,73]. The clusters could provide a high
density of prion molecules in the plane of the membrane
required for efficient conversion to the scrapie form with
monomers providing a constant source of substrate for the
trans-configuration, providing a potential (structural) candidate
for the FX-factor_ involved in scrapie transconfiguration at the
cell surface.
5. Conclusion and perspectives
Insights gained from studying the specific case of GPI-
anchored protein organization, indicate that this combination of
techniques may be used to study other nanoscale organizations
that occur frequently in biological processes. For example,
understanding the cycle of dynamin-oligomerization during the
construction of a coated pit is likely to provide major insight
into understanding how dynamin works in the process of
vesicle scission. There is considerable controversy over the
oligomeric nature of myosin motors, especially myosin VI
[74]. To resolve this controversy FRET techniques capable of
observing oligomeric states of proteins inside cells are
required.
It is increasingly clear that FRET-methodology, such as
those described here, will have to be routinely adapted to study
lipid-dependent Fraft_ organization due to its non-perturbing
nature, sensitivity and nanometer resolution. The use of FRET
to study the construction of signaling platforms potentially
organized by lipidic assemblies is receiving increasing atten-
tion. Recent studies on interleukin receptor isoforms [75] and
epidermal growth factor receptor oligomerization [76] have
provided insights into the dynamic construction of functional
assemblies in cell membranes. The FRET approach has also
yielded significant advances in understanding organization at
T- cell immunological synapse [77]. By the use of FRETsensors, a nanoscale picture of functional lipid assemblies in
live cells is emerging [78].
Given the wide range of spatio-temporal scales that the cell
surface operates with, it is clear that we will not be able to build a
complete picture with just one set of experimental probes (which
are best suited for a given scale). Complementary experimental
methods coupled with analysis would provide a coherent and
complex picture which would fit all scales of observation.
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